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PHOTOGRAPHY  BY  SANDY  MACKAY VVic De Biasio and his wife 
Jo Anne remember a Barrie 
far different from today’s 
bustling city. 

Vic, founder of United Lumber Home Hardware, 
with stores in Barrie, Bolton, Georgetown and Oshawa 
plus United Truss in Innisfil, says, “When we first 
moved to Barrie (in 1974) the population was just slightly 
over 20,000. There were two traffic lights in Barrie at the 
time.” When Vic moved United Lumber, originally just 
off Highway 11 between Barrie and Orillia, to the present 
Bayfield Street location in 1984 he remembers there was 
very little built up in the area. Jo Anne remembers, “The 
Kozlov Centre was not there; it was a field.” 

Today, Barrie’s population is just over 135,000 and Vic 
and Jo Anne, who lived in Midhurst for many years, have 
moved even further afield to a beautiful new bungalow 
on an acre-and-a-half near the hamlet of Apto. “Midhurst 

The open-concept, single-floor layout of this home 
includes a contemporary kitchen with contrasting 
cabinetry. The dark, vertical line of cabinetry around 
the wall ovens makes a striking statement. OPPOSITE 
CLOCKWISE FROM TOP: (1) The covered deck off the 
living area will one day be enclosed. (2) The cascading 
crystal ball chandelier is the star of the large foyer. (3) In 
the living room, a cosy bright blue leather chair is a lively 
choice next to the contemporary fire place.

Continued on page 55
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was perfect, there was even a gravel road,” Jo Anne says. “I was always 
driving against the traffic and yet it was five minutes from all the stores.” 
The two-storey traditional home they lived in was ideal for a large family 
but once their four sons became adults and moved out, they decided 
to shift locations and build new. With Vic driving the construction, 
they asked their friend Laurie Lamb of Inter-Art Interiors Inc. in 
Hawkestone to help with the interior design and finishing touches. 

While vacationing in Florida a couple of years ago they happened upon 
several model homes with a perfect all-one-floor, open-concept layout 
and colour scheme – contemporary yet warm – and decided it was time 
to design a new place from the ground up. Vic, a mechanical engineer 
with an MBA before starting the lumber businesses, created every facet of 
the design and knows how well it’s built, from the inside out. He figures 
he’s added about $100,000 more in structural and other improvements 
than a typical builder would include. Jo Anne says that Vic was on-site 
pretty much seven days a week for the five months it took to build, and 
the gorgeous taupe and stone 2,744 sq. ft. home is certainly built to last.

The three-car garage is fully insulated, the home insulation well 
above code and even the basement floor has radiant heat. But all that 
warmth might still feel cold without just the right paint, trim and 
cabinetry colours. The couple turned to Laurie for help. Jo Anne admits 

The home backs onto a wooded lot, creating a spectacular view from 
the kitchen. OPPOSITE TOP: A large pantry holds sundries and kitchen 
supplies for this elegant kitchen. OPPOSITE BOTTOM: Colour comes 
from fun linens, fresh, bright flowers and a delicious summer menu.

Continued on page 56
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that she finds interior decorating very overwhelming and she’s not alone; 
the myriad decisions involved intimidate many people. Laurie says, 
“Investing in a new home is full of critical decisions where working with 
a professional can minimize the stress and offer sources it would be too 
time-consuming to find on your own.” 

With Laurie’s critical eye for design and details, the couple managed 
to integrate some of their older furniture instead of starting from scratch, 
with a few upgrades here and there, like the beautiful glass lamps from 
Laurie’s studio and the stunning chandelier in the entranceway. Jo Anne’s 
favourite place is the living room with a new, blue, peacock leather 

chair from Inter-Art Interiors that’s roomy enough for her and several 
grandchildren – the couple have four. The Napoleon fireplace features a 
lighted crystal insert that warms the room with muted light when heat 
is not needed in the summertime. Although the fireplace was wired for a 
television mounted on the stone surround (by Stones) the couple instead 
hung a large photo of the beloved family cottage on Georgian Bay – a 
Christmas gift from their children, 

Jo Anne sits in the leather chair and gestures from the east-facing 
front door to the large windows and door leading to the back patio and 
says, “Why would we need a television in this room when we’ve got all 

The dining room at the front of the home is large enough for the whole family to gather on special occasions. BOTTOM 
LEFT: Laurie Lamb of Inter-Art Interiors relaxes in the living room. BOTTOM MIDDLE: A den off the entrance is a 
private spot for reading or watching the game. BOTTOM RIGHT:  A powder room near the den. OPPOSITE: Fine details 
abound, including the LED illuminated, two-tiered tray ceiling in the living room and crown moulding throughout.

Continued on page 58
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this to look at?” The front entrance includes a shapely transom window 
that mimics the arch leading into the living room and frames the outside 
forest perfectly. The back patio – inspired by Floridian lanais – was built 
by Vic himself using maintenance-free Timber Tech from United Lumber 
and leads out to a back lawn that will remain mostly naturalized and 
low maintenance, since they spend summers at the cottage. The front 
landscaping will include select pavers from Drake Industries.

Vic says, “Our kitchen was designed by one of our employees (at 
United Lumber) in Georgetown. He’s an excellent designer.” The 
Woodcrest kitchen by Kitchen Craft includes cabinetry that conceals 
appliances and a unique tall, glass pantry door; this and other eight-foot 
doors throughout the house were supplied by Pro-Hung Door Products 
Inc. in Midland. Laurie Lamb suggested inserting a dark contrasting 
vertical line of cabinets into the kitchen and the couple loves how it makes 
a striking statement against the rest of the creamy cupboards; the built-in 
bookcases in the same cream on either side of the fireplace connect the 
two rooms and unify the open-concept design.

The unity continues with Cambria Quartz counters from United 
Lumber, which appear in the kitchen and bathrooms and make a dramatic 
statement as a folding surface in the laundry room; the oversize utility sink 
is from Franke Kindred Canada Ltd. The kitchen backsplash, a mother 
of pearl mosaic design, is a favourite kitchen focal point, as are the glass 
pendant island lights supplied by Inter-Art Interiors.

THIS PAGE: The master bedroom has a comfortable 
sitting area with a serene view. The master bath is 
large with two separate vanities, a soaker tub and a 
glass shower with a creative mix of horizontal and 
vertical tiles in bright and white hues.

Continued on page 60
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The floors are engineered wood in a beautiful hand-scraped walnut. 
Laurie also added her touch in the en suite where a vertical colour contrast 
appears in the tile work. Large grey tiles serenely line the walls with 
some dark stripes adding dramatic interest. Vic credits master craftsman 
Bruno Porretta for his meticulous tile installation. Inspiration for the 
paint colours Laurie helped select came from soothing Floridian spa hues, 
warmed even more to keep things cosy during our northern winters. The 
main floor walls are washed in Home Hardware’s Beauti-tone White Wave 
and the warm white trim is Spirit. 

Vic and Jo Anne are extremely pleased with the attention to detail 
trim installer Jean Guy Gatien of JG Carpentry employed; Barrie Trim 
and Mouldings supplied the wood and wrought iron staircase railings.

Though the family cottage beckons in summer, returning to a home 
this beautiful in the fall is surely something Vic and Jo Anne will always 
look forward to.  OH

TOP: The covered porch is the place to be this summer. Vic and Jo Anne 
modelled the space after a lanai in Florida and hope to close it off and enjoy 
it year-round. RIGHT: This custom home’s stunning entrance. 
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